The syntactic priming effect: evoked response evidence for a prelexical locus.
Twenty subjects made lexical decisions in a syntactic priming paradigm. Target stimuli (nouns, verbs, abiguous noun--verb words, and nonsense words) were immediately preceded on each trial by a function word syntactic prime, creating appropriate or inappropriate syntactic contexts for the real word targets. Evoked responses to the targets were recorded from left and right frontal, temporal, and temporoparietal sites. Principal components analysis revealed a component peaking at 140 msec which discriminated words in appropriate contexts from words in inappropriate contexts, independent of lexical syntactic class, with maximal discrimination at temporoparietal sites. Evidence for the identification of the syntactic class of target items was not observed in the evoked response until 80 msec after this syntactic priming effect occurred. These results suggest a prelexical locus for the syntactic priming effect. The implications of these results for current conceptions of the modularity of the mental lexicon are discussed.